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INDIEGOGO

DESIGN FOR BRAND AND MARKETING
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INDIEGOGO AT CES 2018

Visual Design for Social Media and Web Assets
The concept for promoting Indiegogo’s presence was a visual representation
of product lifecycles on the Indiegogo platform, bringing ideas from concept
to reality. The bisected lightbulb (idea) features one side with a rough
“concept” and the other side with the final physical product.

Key visual formatted for Facebook posts

Instagram post

Email headers
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INDIEGOGO AT CES 2018

Branding, Infographics, Environmental Design, print production
CES 2018 was the second big collaboration with the Rubik team to develop
an immersive space representing the Indiegogo brand. Rubik developed
the physical space in partnership with Indiegogo, Arrow, and Ingram Micro.
The partnerships with Arrow and Ingram Micro provided campaigners with
important production and fulfillment resources which fit into Indiegogo’s
overall campaign lifecycle. We used several success stories as proof of this
lifecycle and partnership benefits.
The physical display was a representation of the lifecycle and we emphasized
that with messaging relating to lifecycle in the form of “from/to” statements.
The “from/to” concept was continued through marketing and event promotion,
with the use of a bisected lightbulb being drafted on one side and completed
on the other, quite literally “bringing ideas to life”. The event was also part of
Indiegogo’s 10 year anniversary and we used a large infographic to showcase
the accomplishments of the platform’s campaigners.

Endcaps with Indiegogo messaging

Booth entrance

10 Years infographic endcap
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Product information display card

Indiegogo celebrated their campaigners by giving out gift packs to the
innovative products that had been funded on the Indiegogo platform and
were also exhibiting at the CES 2018 event. Included in the gift pack were
an Innovative Product 2018 award, a ticket for a free Arduino board from
Arrow, and other swag.

Employee shirt
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INDIEGOGO AT CES 2017
Branding, Environmental Design

CES 2017 was the first time I was really pulled in to push the Indiegogo
brand in the booth development process and created a really eye-catching
activation. Rubik developed the physical space, with the goal of putting the
entrepreneurs at the forefront, and also served as a way to showcase the
resources available to Campaigners through Indiegogo’s partnerships.
Three curved display walls featured the active partners (at the time), including
Arrow, Riverwood Solutions, and Amazon Launchpad, as well as showing
over 30 successful entrepreneurs and their physical products funded on the
Indiegogo platform.

Overall Indiegogo area

CES 2017 was the first big event showcasing the integration of Arrow
Electronics with Indiegogo, with Arrow’s space showcasing all the
phases of development.

Arrow’s Certification area, highlighting the phases of production

Curved partner wall

“Avatar” Stickers of personified successful campaigns
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SALES ENABLEMENT SUCCESS STORY BROCHURE
Editorial Graphic Design and Print Production
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SALES ENABLEMENT VALUE PROPS BOOKLET
Editorial Graphic Design and Print Production
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LGBTQ PRIDE CELEBRATION 2016

Branding, Merchandise Design and Print Production

Branding for event banners, social media, and web assets

Stickers and nametags for event

Social Media profile image

T-shirt design for employees
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LONDON IOT TECH EXPO GLOBAL 2018

Final booth

3D rendered mockup from Expo print team
Wall 1 (Facing Start Up Zone)

Wall 2

BRING YOUR
IoT PROJECT
TO LIFE

Bring your IoT Project to Life
CERTIFIED
TECHNOLOGY

TV Placement

CERTIFIED
TECHNOLOGY

Get Your
Technology
Arrow Certified

3.25' tall counter 1

QUALIFY FOR FLASH
FUNDING OPPORTUNITIES

ACCESS 1:1 ENGINEERING
CONSULTATIONS

ACCELERATE YOUR IOT
PRODUCT DEVELOPMENT

Arrow has given away
more than $1M to select
entrepreneurs in the program

Receive design & prototyping
support from Arrow engineers

Enjoy no charge access to
IBM’s IoT and Watson services

Join the Arrow
Certification
Program

3.25' tall counter 2

6' tall human

Panel 1

Panel 2

Panel 3

Panel 4

Panel 5

Panel 6

Elevation Mockup
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INDIEGOGO INTERNAL BRANDING

Recipient Name
Address Line 1
Address Line 2
Address Line 3
4.4.16
Dear NameHere,
Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetur adipiscing elit. Duis vel egestas dolor, sed interdum dolor. Duis eu aliquet eros, sit amet bibendum risus. Phasellus vitae tristique
odio. Aenean ultricies sapien vestibulum, porttitor purus non, semper erat. Curabitur
id arcu in arcu condimentum suscipit sit amet a sem. Ut nibh nisl, sollicitudin at arcu
at, mollis iaculis odio. Aliquam vitae ligula sem. Praesent vel leo non lectus sagittis
mollis in ac urna. Suspendisse potenti. Donec cursus nibh a adipiscing pulvinar.
Duis at consequat ipsum. Curabitur non suscipit metus, nec iaculis dolor. Morbi at sa-

STEPHANIE SNYDER

pien pretium enim viverra tempor. Integer eget enim posuere sapien imperdiet mattis.

RECRUITER

Nunc sed nibh ipsum. Aenean ullamcorper nisi nec odio fringilla accumsan. Mauris

415.555.5555
stephanie@indiegogo.com
@indiegogo

tincidunt mi enim, eget rhoncus eros bibendum at. Sed ut ultrices sapien. Vivamus
urna turpis, suscipit et vestibulum non, venenatis nec magna.
Integer eget enim posuere sapien imperdiet mattis., sed interdum dolor. uis eu aliquet

SOLAR ROADWAYS

eros, sit amet bibendum risus. Phasellus vitae tristique odio. Aenean ultricies sapien

raised over $2M on Indiegogo to develop solar
panels that you can drive, park and walk on.

vestibulum, porttitor purus non, semper erat. Curabitur id arcu in arcu condimentum
suscipit sit amet a sem. Ut nibh nisl, sollicitudin at arcu at, mollis iaculis odio. Aliquam

Business Card design featuring successful campaigns on the back

vitae ligula sem. Praesent vel leo non lectus sagittis mollis in ac urna. Suspendisse
potenti. Donec cursus nibh a adipiscing pulvinar.
Amet, consectetur adipiscing elit. Duis vel egestas dolor, sed interdum dolor. Duis eu
aliquet eros, sit amet bibendum risus. Phasellus vitae tristique odio. Aenean ultricies
sapien vestibulum, porttitor purus non, semper erat. Curabitur id arcu in arcu condimentum suscipit sit amet a sem. Ut nibh nisl, sollicitudin at arcu at, mollis iaculis
odio. Aliquam vitae ligula sem. Praesent vel leo non lectus sagittis mollis in ac urna.
Suspendisse potenti. Donec cursus nibh a adipiscing pulvinar.

First Name Last Name
Title Goes Here

Dream it. Fund it. Make it. Ship it.
965 Mission Street, 7th Floor, San Francisco, CA 94103 • indiegogo.com

Letterhead

“Iggies & Wiggies” given out by peers to acknowledge colleagues based upon company values
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MERCHANDISE DESIGN
BLACK MAST + FREELANCE CLIENTS
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BIANCA DEL RIO

Illustration, Merchandise Design

Blame it on Bianca Del Rio 2018 Tour t-shirt design (as seen being worn by Miley Cyrus)
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CREME FATALE

Illustration, Logo Design, Merchandise Design, Photography
This t-shirt project blended strong color palettes, retro diner design elements,
and atomic age aesthetics to capture the alien nature of Creme’s drag persona.
While “Atomic Age” was the overall visual theme, there was still the topic of
illustration style to figure out. Ultimately, we wanted this melding of “kawaii”
and Roy Lichtenstein comic book styles. Since the focus was the varied
looks Creme creates, I knew it was important to recreate them as accurate
as possible, including the subtle gradation of colors to mimic her makeup
blending. So the illustrations ended up being exaggerated cartoony-yetrendered representations of the looks creme created. Sparkles were also
important!! It continued some of the visual language from the “atomic age”
pattern as well as emphasized rhinestones and glitter!

Final illustrated pattern design

Promotional photo of Creme Fatale wearing her shirt
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Illustrations translated to sticker and button designs

Promotional photo of Creme Fatale t-shirt

Logo that was incorporated into the pattern
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PEACHES CHRIST — FRIGHT NIGHT
Illustration, Merchandise design

Fright Night t-shirt (Photograph By Ashlynn Danielsen Photography)
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PEACHES CHRIST — MINIMAL KILLER
Illustration, Merchandise design

Minimal Killer t-shirt (Photograph By Ashlynn Danielsen Photography)
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HEKLINA

Illustration, Merchandise design

Heklina’s Mother t-shirt design

Heklina’s Comedy Roast t-shirt design
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TRICK OR TREAT T-SHIRT (BLACK MAST)

Illustration, Merchandise design, Photography, Design for social Media

Final Pattern Illustration Design

Facebook Cover Image with product launch branding

Social Media Profile Images

Promotional Photo for the final t-shirt
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DRAG SWAG 2018 (BLACK MAST)
Illustration, Merchandise design, Photography

Words with Queens t-shirt

Tools of the Trade t-shirt

I Tip Queens t-shirt

I Tip Queens enamel pin
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Charisma, Uniqueness, Nerve, and Talent tank top (Black Mast)

Disco Skull t-shirt (Black Mast)
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BRANDING + IDENTITY
ECI + FREELANCE CLIENTS
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ECI REBRAND
Branding & Identity

One of my first major tasks as Graphic Designer at ECI was to help re-brand
the company. I worked closely with the Creative Director to develop the logo,
and reflect the direction our company was going. ECI is a marketing company
that specializes in direct mail and web marketing. The company had to position
itself in a more web-friendly manner, and evolve with the changing market.
The re-branding was a way to reflect the change into a more friendly yet
bold and forward-thinking company, and was a great contrast to the former
logo which was much more straightforward and clinical.
Once the new logo was finalized, it was applied to the new website, business
cards, tote bags, t-shirts for employees, and in redecorating the lobby to reflect
our updated aesthetic.
Final ECI Logo
Some selected examples of the many iterations we went through

New logo in use on Business Cards, office signage, and website
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Logo for LA-based video production company

Logo for DIY Jewelry Shop

Logo for fashion label

Logo for tech consultancy

Logo for Drag Variety Show

Logo for NYC Bar
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WEB MARKETING + EMAILS

26

COURSE HERO WEB ADS
I created a complete set of web ads
for the Lessons in Teaching eBook
that I also designed. The entire set of
15 ads adheres to the Course Hero
brand guidelines.
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ADOBE ACROBAT EMAIL CONCEPTS

Email concepts created in 2013 within Adobe’s brand guidelines.
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ADOBE FORMSCENTRAL LANDING PAGE CONCEPTS
Two concepts created in 2013 using Adobe’s brand guidelines. This A/B test
had us trying new things within the brand standards to be more engaging to
the visitor, using different methods to drive singups.
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ILLUSTRATION
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Digital Illustration of Waka Shame

Digital Illustration of Dollya Black
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Vector Illustration of tiger skeleton for Team Shark Week

Digital Illustration of Troye Sivan
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Pencil Illustration — Luck of a Pirate

Pencil and Digital Illustration — Siren’s Song
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EDITORIAL DESIGN
HNTB CORPORATION
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SFO UTILITIES IMPROVEMENT PROPOSAL
Editorial Design, Layout, Infographics
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US 101/PRODUCE AVE INTERCHAGE PROPOSAL
Editorial Design, Layout, Infographics
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Presentation board of project issues map (seen below in context of the proposal booklet)

Presentation board of project schedule
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ALBUM PACKAGING DESIGN
HOT MESS | DOC PROP | TEAM SHARK WEEK
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HOT MESS — LEARN TO SLEEP WITH THE LIGHT ON
Branding, Merchandise Design and Print Production

Nashville Indie-Pop band and Chico, CA natives Hot Mess approached me
for logo concepts as they were putting together their debut album. The band
name alone lent itself to the style of the project, and the members gave me
key words for the direction they wanted their image to go. Terms like sexy,
trendy, retro, dark, pop, edgy, glamorous, old-Hollywood, film noir and flashy
were thrown around in the ideation process. The closer we got to the final
logo, a heart was incorporated to reflect their love songs, as well as enforce
their web presence with their website being named hotmesslovesyou.com.

Logo for album

Press Kit
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Promotional poster, t-shirt, album, stickers, and album download promo cards
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HOT MESS — WAITING TO BURN

Branding, Merchandise Design and Print Production
Hot Mess wanted to work with me again on their 2013 EP, Waiting to Burn.
After a very successful Kickstarter campaign, Hot Mess was able to work with
Grammy-winning producer Chad Carlson. The new logo and packaging
reflected the refined, clean, and professional sound that Hot Mess was
evolving into. I worked closely with the band to establish the visuals.

New logo for second album
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DOC PROP: PERSONAL BUSINESS
Branding, Album Packaging Design

After a great experience working together on his previous album, Doc Prop
approached me for his 2013 release, Personal Business. While the packaging
for this one would only be a 2 panel sleeve, we still wanted to create a clean
and polished look. With clean and professional photos from Tony Snow, I was
able to achieve the desired look. I also evolved Doc Props logo a little bit to
compliment the photography. I also created an Electronic Press Kit for Doc
Prop based on the creative direction of the album packaging.

Refined Logo for this album
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DOC PROP SELF-TITLED ALBUM

Branding, Album Packaging Design, Print advertising collateral
When Nick Minniti, aka Doc Prop, came to me with this project, he had
already published several albums and was looking to establish himself as
an artist and define who he is musically. Before we were able to approach
the packaging design, we had to establish some branding & identity for Doc
Prop. I collaborated with Nick to get a feel for what he wanted and how he
wanted to represent it. He was looking for something sleek, slightly futuristic
and atypical to hip-hop artists. The solution was a simple wordmark with the
“DP” initials creating an asymmetrical
shape for the logomark. We then did
photoshoots in Chico and Sacramento
CA before developing the album
packaging. Most of the overall layout
was influenced by the curved lines of
the DP initials and wordmark.

Inside packaging, liner notes, and CD face

Album with promotional poster and postcard flyer
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TEAM SHARK WEEK — TODAY, I AM ROBOT
Illustration, Branding, Album Packaging Design

Logo design for album

Front and back cover

Inside packaging and CD face

Inside packaging and CD face
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TEAM SHARK WEEK — NEMO SALAT SOBRIUS
Illustration and Graphic Design

Album cover
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